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ABSTRACT 

Li 6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I) argyrodites possess high ionic conductivity but with rather 

scattered values due to various processing conditions. In this work, Li6PS5X solid 

electrolytes were prepared by solid-state sintering or mechanical alloying and 

optimized with or without excess Li2S. Solid-state sintering prefers excess Li2S, 

whereas mechanical alloying prefers stoichiometric Li 2S to synthesize high-purity 

samples with high ionic conductivity. Solid-state sintering is also more suitable than 

mechanical milling for high ionic conductivity. Li6PS5Cl with the highest ionic 

conductivity among Li6PS5X was comprehensively characterized for electrochemical 

performance and air stability. MoS2/Li 6PS5Cl all-solid-state batteries assembled with 

Li 6PS5Cl-coated MoS2 as cathode and with Li6PS5Cl as solid electrolyte demonstrate 

high capacity and good cycling stability.  

Keywords: Argyrodites; Li6PS5Cl; All-solid-state batteries; Solid electrolytes; 

Sulfides 
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1. Introduction 

Conventional lithium-ion batteries with liquid electrolytes limit their applications 

because of the safety concerns regarding flammability, leak, and toxicity of liquid 

electrolytes. Solid electrolytes (SEs) possess the advantages of good thermal stability, 

wide electrochemical windows, absence of leakage, and easy volumetric 

miniaturization [1-5]. Replacing liquid electrolytes by SEs to compose all-solid-state 

batteries is thus an effective way to solve the safety issues and a promising strategy 

for next-generation batteries with high energy density [6-9]. To achieve good 

electrochemical properties, an all-solid-state battery requires an SE possessing high 

ionic conductivity, low resistance at the electrolyte–electrode interface, and good 

structural and electrochemical stability [10, 11]. Among all promising candidates for 

all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries, sulfide-based SEs are especially attractive due to 

their high lithium-ion conductivity and good deformability, thereby making it easy to 

fabricate intimate contacts with active materials through a simple cold-pressing 

method without further high-temperature sintering process [12-15]. 

As a series of promising inorganic SEs, halogen-doped Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I) 

argyrodites have attracted intensive attention due to their relatively high ionic 

conductivity and moderate electrochemical stability window [16-18]. However, the 

reported ionic conductivity values of Li6PS5X are still rather scattered in the range of 

10–3 to 10–5 S cm–1 at room temperature even with the same X element, which is 

believed to be originated from various synthesis techniques and processing conditions 

[19]. The three common methods used to prepare Li6PS5X are (1) mechanical alloying 
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(ball milling) [20-25], (2) mechanical alloying followed by annealing to obtain high 

crystallinity [26-31], and (3) solid-state sintering [16, 32]. The first two methods are 

more popular because ball-milled powders have significantly smaller particle size 

than those prepared by hand-ground. Nevertheless, the sticky precursors contribute to 

the difficulty of the ball milling process because powders strongly adhere to the balls 

and jar's wall. On the other hand, solid-state sintering is a facile method feasible for 

mass production. This method is thus highly motivating to synthesize Li6PS5X 

through solid-state sintering with optimized processes. 

A large contact area between electrode and SE powders is another consideration 

toward all-solid-state batteries with high electrochemical performance because a good 

electrode–electrolyte contact is favorable for low internal resistivity and can further 

increase energy density [15, 33]. However, obtaining a good contact through 

solid-state mixing is difficult because of the point contact between particles. Instead, 

SE coating on active materials is an effective way to realize a large contact area. 

Electrodes using SE-coated composites have been reported to achieve better 

electrochemical performance compared to non-coated active materials. For example, 

cathode materials of Li6PS5Cl-coated LiCoO2 [24, 34], Li6PS5Br-coated 

LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3Oy [35], and Li6PS5Cl-coated Li2S [36] using solution processes 

(EtOH as solvent) show higher capacities than those using a powder mixing method; 

Li 6PS5Cl-coated Li4Ti5O12 using 200#Paint as solvent also shows good 

electrode–electrolyte interface and improved electrochemical performance [28]. One 

of the key points when using solution processes is to develop solution-processable 
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SEs, which can be formed from a homogeneous solution using nontoxic and safe 

solvents of low boiling points , thus ensuring high ionic conductivity for the final 

product. 

Transition metal sulfides with nanosheet microstructure are suitable for the 

solution-coating method because of the flat 2D morphology [37]. Additionally, sulfide 

active materials have good interfacial compatibility with sulfide electrolytes [38]. 

Especially, transition metal dichalcogenides provide many new opportunities in 

energy storage, including supercapacitors, lithium-/sodium-ion batteries, hydrogen 

storages, and electrochemical biosensors with advantages of large surface areas, 

metallic, semi-conducting electrical capabilities, and high sensitivity and selectivity 

[39, 40]. MoS2, as a typical family member of transition metal dichalcogenide, 

possesses excellent properties in many fields [41, 42]. Previously, Chen et al. reported 

all-solid-state MoS2/Li 6PS5Br batteries with a high rate capability of up to 1 C and 

good capacity retention of 85% up to 700 cycles even though the microstructure of 

MoS2 used in this literature has an irregular shape rather than nanosheet. Even the 

positive electrode composite was prepared by ball milling the mixture of MoS2 and 

Li 6PS5Br instead of a solution-based coating method [43].  

The strategy of this work is to optimize Li6PS5X with various halogen elements and 

synthesis methods. The optimized material then used as coating electrolyte coated on 

MoS2 nanosheets. Herein, Li6PS5Cl, Li6PS5Br, and Li6PS5I were synthesized by a 

facile solid-state sintering method and optimized with and without excess Li2S. 

Li 6PS5Cl with excess Li2S prepared through solid-state sintering is demonstrated to 
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have the highest ionic conductivity. Solid-state sintering is found to be superior to 

mechanical alloying in the current research. Li6PS5Cl shows good compatibility 

toward metallic Li. All-solid-state MoS2/Li 6PS5Cl/In-Li batteries assembled using 

SE-coated MoS2 nanosheet show higher capacity and better cycling performance than 

those without SE coating. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. Synthesis of Li6PS5X 

The Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I) compounds were synthesized using a solid-state 

sintering method [44, 45]. Li2S (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), P2S5 (Aladdin, 99%), and LiX (X 

= Cl, Br, I; Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) powders were typically mixed according to the 

stoichiometric ratio followed by hand-grinding in an agate mortar. The mixture was 

loaded into a glassy carbon crucible, which was vacuum-sealed in a carbon-coated 

quartz tube. The mixture was then slowly heated to 600 °C at 0.3 °C/min to avoid 

extensive exothermal reaction and cooled down naturally in the furnace. The resultant 

ingot was ground in an agate mortar for further use. Additionally, Li6PS5X with 2 wt% 

excess Li2S was prepared with the same procedure to evaluate the effect of Li loss due 

to volatilization at high temperatures [46]. 

Mechanically alloyed Li6PS5Cl was prepared through ball milling stoichiometric 

quantities of Li2S (and Li2S with 2 wt% excess), P2S5, and LiCl powders. The ball 

milling was carried out using a planetary ball mill (Fritsch, Pulverisette 7) with a 

stainless steel vial and balls. The rotation speed is 600 rpm, and the milling time is 24 

h.  
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For easy comparison between various compositions and synthesis techniques, 

Li 6PS5Cl, Li6PS5Br, and Li6PS5I with excess Li2S prepared by solid-state sintering are 

designated as LPSC, LPSB, and LPSI, respectively; Li6PS5Cl prepared by mechanical 

alloying with and without excess Li2S are designated as LPSC-MA and LPSC-MA-S, 

respectively; Li6PS5Cl with stoichiometric Li2S prepared by solid-state sintering is 

designated as LPSC-S. Notably, LPSC shows the highest ionic conductivity and thus 

was used for further characterizations. 

2.2. Materials characterization  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out with a Rigaku 

D/MAX-2500/PC (Cu Kα, 40 kV 200 mA). Rietveld refinements were performed 

using the FULLPROF program to determine the lattice parameters [47]. The 

specimens were loaded to holders in a glove box with Ar atmosphere and then sealed 

using Kapton films to prevent reaction with moisture and oxygen. Morphological 

characterizations were obtained with a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi 

S-4800 II FESEM) equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) 

instrument. 

2.3. Electrochemical measurements  

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed in a 

frequency range of 3 MHz−0.1 Hz at room temperature using a Princeton P4000 

impedance analyzer. The pellets for the measurements were cold-pressed at 

approximately 300 MPa with indium foils placed on both sides of the pellets. The 

sandwiched pellets were then mounted on an air-tight two-electrode cell with two 
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stainless-steel rods as current collectors. A pellet with indium foils placed on both 

sides was exposed to the air (with a humidity of approximately 65%) for different 

time before the EIS measurements to test the air stability of the electrolyte. 

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out at voltages ranging 

from −0.5 V vs to 2.5 V vs at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s−1 in an asymmetric Pt/LPSC/Li 

cell, where Pt is a working electrode and Li is a counter/reference electrode. To 

evaluate the electrochemical stability of Li6PS5Cl toward lithium metal, lithium 

plating–stripping galvanostatic cycling tests were performed on a Li/LPSC/Li 

symmetric cell with a constant current density of 0.1 mA cm−2 on the LAND cell test 

instrument. The direct-current (DC) polarization tests were carried out to determine 

the lithium transference number with a constant voltage of 0.1 V using Princeton 

P4000. The nonblocking Li/LPSC/Li and the blocking Pt/LPSC/Pt cells used for DC 

polarization tests were assembled by placing Li or Pt foils on the two sides of cold 

-pressed LPSC pellet. A Faraday cage was used for the electrochemical 

measurements. 

Li 6PS5Cl-coated MoS2 was prepared as follows. First, an as-synthesized 

Li 6PS5Cl specimen was dissolved in anhydrous ethanol with intense stirring for 1 h at 

room temperature. A homogeneous dark brown EtOH solution was obtained. MoS2 

powders were then added to the solution to form a suspension with a mass ratio of 

MoS2:Li 6PS5Cl = 9:1. The mixture was finally heated under vacuum at 180 °C to 

form Li6PS5Cl-coated MoS2, which was designated as LPSC-MoS2. For assembly of 

MoS2/Li 6PS5Cl all-solid-state batteries, the composite positive electrode was prepared 
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by manually mixing Li6PS5Cl-coated MoS2, LPSC, and AB powders in a weight ratio 

of 42:53:5. A bilayer pellet comprising the composite positive electrode (14 mg) and 

LPSC (120 mg) was obtained by cold-pressing under 300 MPa. In-Li foil was then 

attached to the bilayer pellet by pressing under 200 MPa. In-Li instead of Li negative 

electrode was used because the Li6PS5Cl electrolyte is finitely stable against metallic 

Li. Finally, two stainless steel rods were used on both sides of the pellet as current 

collectors. 

The galvanostatic (dis)charge cycling of all-solid-state cells was performed in the 

voltage range of 0.1−3 V. The capacity was calculated based on the weight of active 

material (Li6PS5Cl-coated MoS2). The EIS measurements of the cells were carried out 

on a Princeton P4000 electrochemical workstation from 1 MHz to 0.01 Hz by 

applying a potential of 10 mV.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Optimization of Li6PS5X 

XRD patterns of Li6PS5X where X = Cl, Br, I synthesized by solid-state sintering 

are illustrated in Fig. 1a. The halo patterns at low angles are obtained from the 

polyimide film used to isolate the samples from the air. All the samples are primarily 

of the argyrodite structure of F-43m symmetry, thereby indicating the successful 

synthesis of Li6PS5X via the solid-state sintering method. This method is feasible for 

mass production and avoids the strong adherence of precursors to the milling jar and 

balls during ball milling. The lattice parameters of Li 6PS5X are 9.8890, 9.9973, and 

10.0377 Å for the samples where X = Cl, Br, and I, respectively. The expansion of the 
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unit cell is expected due to an increased atomic radii from Cl, Br, and I. Fig. 1b shows 

the XRD patterns of Li6PS5Cl prepared by mechanical alloying or solid-state sintering 

with and without excess Li2S. Mechanically alloyed samples (LPSC-MA and 

LPSC-MA-S) show broader peak-widths than the solid-state-sintered samples due to 

the small particle size after ball milling and improved crystallization of the sintered 

samples. Excess Li2S demonstrates different effects on the structure of the final 

products. Regarding the samples prepared by solid-state sintering, excess Li2S 

mitigates the impurity phase at 2θ = 29.0° on the profile for Li6PS5Cl with 

stoichiometric Li2S (LPSC-S). On the contrary, excess Li2S results in Li2S impurity at 

2θ = 26.9° in mechanically alloyed samples. This result indicates that some Li were 

lost during sintering even in a sealed quartz tube. These losses can be compensated by 

the Li addition, whereas the mechanically alloyed samples do not suffer from such 

issue. 

The ionic conductivity values of Li6PS5X are compared in Fig. 1c. The excess Li2S 

effectively improves the ionic conductivity of Li6PS5X prepared by solid-state 

sintering, especially for Li6PS5I, which has an improvement of two orders of 

magnitude. By contrast, the excess Li2S shows a negligible effect on ionic 

conductivity for mechanically alloyed samples despite the Li2S impurity phase 

induced by the excess Li2S. Among Li6PS5X for either excess Li2S or stoichiometric 

Li 2S, Li6PS5Cl demonstrates the highest ionic conductivity. However, the ionic 

conductivity decreases from 1.8 mS cm−1 for Li6PS5Cl with 2 wt% excess Li2S to 0.8 

mS cm−1 for Li6PS5Cl with 4 wt% excess Li2S (not shown here). Therefore, 2 wt% is 
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the optimized value for Li6PS5Cl prepared by solid-state sintering. The room 

-temperature ionic conductivities of Li6PS5Cl, Li6PS5Br, and Li6PS5I with excess Li2S 

are 1.8, 1.3, and 0.015 mS cm−1, respectively, which are comparable to those of 

mechanically alloyed and annealed samples previously reported [17, 29]. The 

different ionic conductivities of Li6PS5X with different X can be attributed to the 

ordered/disordered structures induced by X elements [16, 32]. The ionic conductivity 

of all mechanically alloyed Li6PS5Cl samples is 0.61 mS cm−1. The low values may 

be correlated to a large grain-boundary resistance and partial amorphization during 

ball milling [25]. The ionic conductivity of the mechanically alloyed samples may be 

improved by further annealing [30]. Given the high ionic conductivity of 

solid-state-sintered Li6PS5Cl with excess Li2S, the morphology, air stability, and 

electrochemical characterization were performed using this sample (LPSC). 

SEM images of the Li6PS5Cl morphology are displayed in Fig. 2. The 

morphologies of LPSC (Fig. 2a, b) and LPSC-BM-S (Fig. 2c, d) samples show a 

lamellar-like shape, but the sintered sample shows more agglomeration than the 

mechanically alloyed sample. The average particle size is 12 µm for the former and 8 

µm for the latter sample, thus leading to higher ionic conductivity of the sintered 

sample than that of the mechanically alloyed sample. Moreover, the latter shows 

smaller grains than the former, which agrees with the XRD results. 

3.2. Characterization of Li6PS5Cl 

Fig. 3a shows the Arrhenius plot of the total ionic conductivity σ for LPSC in the 

temperature range from 25 °C to 80 °C. The total ionic conductivity is read from the 
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local minimal resistance at the intersection of the impedance spectra, which are 

displayed in the inset of Fig. 3a. The impedance spectra of the samples measured 

below 50 °C were fit with the equivalent circuit (RSQ)Q. The resulting RS is listed in 

Table 1. The fitting values are in accordance with the values directly read from the 

impedance spectra. Small semicircles were observed at high frequencies of impedance 

spectra and gradually disappeared with increasing temperature. This observation 

indicates that the overall resistance is dominated by bulk component at high 

temperatures. The steep linear spike at low frequencies indicates a behavior of typical 

ionic conductor. The linear dependence of logσ versus (1/T) follows the Arrhenius 

law, thereby confirming high purity and good thermal stability of LPSC over the 

measured temperature range. The ionic conductivity increases from 1.7 mS cm−1 at 

room temperature to 15 mS cm−1 at 80 °C. The activation energy Ea for Li+ 

conduction was calculated from the slope of the linear Arrhenius plot using the 

following simplified equation [48]: σ = A exp(–Ea/kBT), where A is the 

pre-exponential parameter, T is absolute temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann 

constant. The calculated activation energy of LPSC is 0.35 eV, which is comparable 

to the previously reported results [17, 26]. The high ionic conductivity and low 

activation energy of LPSC are favorable for all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries with 

high electrochemical performance. 

Air stability of Li6PS5Cl was tested because sulfides are generally sensitive to 

moisture. Fig. 3b shows XRD patterns of LPSC before and after exposure to air with a 

humidity of approximately 65% for 10 min. Several impurity peaks appeared after air 
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exposure due to the decomposition of Li6PS5Cl. Surprisingly, the decrease in ionic 

conductivity is not as bad as expected even after exposure to air for 24 h and shows a 

nonlinear dependence with exposure time, as depicted in Fig. 3c. The value decreases 

from 1.8 mS cm−1 for the pristine sample to 1.56, 1.43, and 0.87 mS cm−1 for air 

exposure for 10 min, 1 h, and 24 h, respectively. From this viewpoint, Li6PS5Cl can 

be sustained in air for a short time. 

Apart from the ionic conductivity, the electrochemical window is also important for 

practical applications. Fig. 4a shows the CV curve of the Pt/LPSC/Li cell with a 

potential range of −0.5 V to 5 V versus Li/Li+ at a scan rate of 5 mV s−1. No reaction 

is observed up to 5 V other than lithium deposition and dissolution, which appeared 

nearby 0 V during cathodic and anodic scans. Thus, no severe decompositions of 

Li 6PS5Cl over the measured voltage range are observed. 

The symmetric cell of Li/LPSC/Li was assembled to evaluate the cyclability and 

long-time compatibility of Li6PS5Cl to metallic Li, as shown in Fig. 4b. The cell was 

cycled at room temperature with a current density of 0.1 mA cm−2. The resulting 

voltage remained constant at approximately 17 mV over 4000 min (66 cycles), 

thereby indicating a stable interface and a small interfacial resistance between 

Li 6PS5Cl and Li under the measured conditions. Although the theoretical study 

revealed that Li6PS5Cl is unstable toward Li [49], the Li2S buffer layer formed from 

electrolyte decomposition during the first few cycles can protect the electrolyte from 

further decomposition due to the electrically insulating and ionically conductive 

feature of the buffer layers [50-53]. Although the same phenomenon cannot be 
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confirmed, the decomposed products of Li2S, Li3P, and Li2O were detected in Ref. 

[54]. Unfortunately, detecting this decomposition of sulfide SE through CV and 

symmetric tests may be difficult [50]. 

Unlike liquid electrolytes, the anions are fixed in the frame of the structure in an 

inorganic SE; thus, only cations and electrons/holes contribute to the total 

conductivity. The DC polarization tests on symmetric cells at a constant voltage of 0.1 

V were carried out to determine the lithium transference number, as shown in Fig. 4c. 

According to the nonblocking (Li/LPSC/Li) and the blocking (Pt/LPSC/Pt) test 

conditions, the overall conductivity and electronic conductivity of the LPSC were 

calculated to be 4.2×10−4 S cm−1 and 2.3×10−9 S cm−1, respectively, which are 

comparable to those previously reported [55]. The electronic contribution is five 

orders of magnitude lower than the ionic contribution, thereby indicating that the 

lithium transference number of LPSC practically reaches unity. Thus, LPSC is a pure 

ion conductor. The conductivity measured by DC polarization is reasonably lower 

than that obtained by the AC impedance method due to different electrodes and 

contact conditions for the assembled cells [50]. 

3.3. Performance of MoS2/LPSC/In all-solid-state batteries 

Fig. 5 displays the SEM images and EDS mapping of the LPSC-coated MoS2 

powders (Figs 5a and c, respectively) compared with those of the pristine MoS2 

powders (Fig. 5b). The morphology of MoS2 remains nearly unchanged before and 

after LPSC coating, which shows a spherical shape with a diameter of approximately 

2.5 µm comprising nanosheets. Moreover, the uniform distributions of P, S, Cl, and 
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Mo elements are observed from the EDS mappings. These results verify the uniform 

deposition of Li6PS5Cl electrolyte on MoS2 nanosheets. 

Fig. 6 shows the first six cycles of CV curves for the MoS2/LPSC/In cell at a scan 

rate of 0.05 mV s−1 in a potential range of −0.5−2.5 (Fig. 6a) and 0.1–3.1 (Fig. 6b) V 

versus In corresponding to the voltage of 0.1−3.1 (Fig. 6a) and 0.7−3.7 (Fig. 6a) V 

versus Li/Li+, respectively, considering the potential difference of 0.6 V between In 

and Li. The two cells demonstrate similar electrochemical behaviors despite different 

voltage ranges. This finding indicates that the cell can be activated in the measured 

voltage range. The characteristic peaks of the CV curves for both potential ranges are 

in good agreement with the results based on previously reported liquid electrolytes 

[56]. The CV curves measured in the potential range of 0.1–3.1 V versus Li/Li+ (Fig. 

6a) are provided as an example. Two reduction peaks at around 1 V and 0.48 V and 

oxidation peaks at around 1.6 V and 2.25 V can be observed during the first cycle. In 

the cathodic sweep, the broad cathodic peak at approximately 1 V corresponds to the 

intercalation of Li+ into MoS2 interlayers, thus resulting in the formation of LixMoS2; 

the peak at 0.48 V is attributed to the conversion from MoS2 to Mo and Li2S 

regarding the conversion reaction of LixMoS2 + (4-x)Li + (4-x)e-
→ Mo + 2Li2S, 

which is in accordance with MoS2 data based on liquid electrolytes. In the following 

reverse scan, the weak peak at approximately 1.6 V is due to the incomplete oxidation 

of Mo metal and the other pronounced peaks at 2.25 V can be explained by the 

delithiation of Li2S (Li2S − 2e− → 2Li+ + S). For the cathodic sweeps in the 

subsequent cycles, the peaks at 0.48 V and 1 V gradually disappeared along with the 
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appearance of new reduction peaks at approximately 1.7 V and 1.1 V induced by the 

formation of Li2S through the new stepwise electrode reactions [43]. The nearly 

overlapped CV curves between 3rd and 4th scans indicate good reversibility of the 

MoS2/LPSC/In-Li cell. 

The galvanostatic charge–discharge profiles of the MoS2/LPSC/In-Li cell with 

SE-coated MoS2 as positive electrode are shown in Fig. 7a. Based on the CV results, 

the cell was tested in the voltage range of 0.1–3 V versus In-Li at a current density of 

0.13 mA cm−2 based on the area of the In-Li at room temperature. An initial discharge 

capacity of 520 mAh g−1 is achieved, and 79% of the inserted Li can be reversibly 

delithiated with a charge capacity of 410 mAh g−1. The capacity decay can be 

attributed to the volume expansion inside the battery due to the redox reaction of 

MoS2 + 4Li→ Mo + 2Li2S [43] and the formation of SEI film and Li incorporation 

into SEI, which were observed in MoS2 cells based on liquid electrolytes [57, 58]. 

The second lithiation delivers a capacity of 374 mAh g−1 and 90.7% is reversible in 

the second charging process. The charge–discharge profiles are nearly overlapped 

from the third cycle, thereby indicating a stable lithiation and delithiation process.  

The rate capability and cycling stability tests (Fig. 7b) were performed on 

MoS2/LPSC/In-Li cells between 0.1 V and 3 V at room temperature. Fig. 7c magnifies 

the curves for the rate capability tests. The cell delivers a stable capacity of 350 mAh 

g−1 at the current density of 0.13 mA cm−2 and a slight decrease when the current 

density is doubled. The capacity is still maintained at 241 mAh g−1 when the current 

density increases to 1.04 mA cm−2 and recovers back to 346 mAh g−1 when the 
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current density turns back to 0.13 mA cm−2. Moreover, the cell demonstrates a 

superior cycling stability with a capacity of 200 mAh g−1 at a current density as high 

as 1.04 mA cm−2. 

EIS measurements were employed to understand the superior rate capability of the 

MoS2/LPSC/In-Li cell. Fig. 8 shows the Nyquist plots of the cell before and after 

cycling tests (259 cycles). The solid symbols represent the experiment data, and the 

lines represent the fits based on the equivalent circuit R(RQ)W. The curves comprise 

the following three parts: (1) the intercepts of the curves on the x-axis at high 

frequencies related to the bulk resistance RS; (2) the depressed semicircles at middle 

frequencies associated with charge-transfer resistance Rct; and (3) the straight lines at 

low frequencies associated with the Warburg impedance corresponding to the mass 

transfer resistance [59]. RS (Table 1) decreases from 41 Ω to 28 Ω after 259 cycles, 

which is beneficial for the reduced resistance due to an activated sulfide cathode and 

the presence of Mo metal after cycling [57, 60]. 

4. Conclusions 

The argyrodite Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I) SEs were synthesized by solid-state 

sintering or mechanical milling and optimized with and without excess Li2S. Different 

SEM morphologies were observed in samples prepared with different synthesis 

methods. The excess Li2S in raw materials is beneficial to obtain high-purity samples 

with high ionic conductivity by the solid-state sintering method, but it leads to Li2S 

impurity in samples synthesized by mechanical milling even if the Li2S impurity does 

not affect their ionic conductivity. The loss of Li2S should be compensated during the 
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high-temperature heat treatment, especially for Li6PS5I. Li 6PS5Cl shows the highest 

ionic conductivity among Li6PS5X. Li 6PS5Cl synthesized by solid-state sintering 

shows a higher ionic conductivity than those by mechanical milling. Although 

Li 6PS5Cl is hydrolyzed in air, the ionic conductivity is not severely degraded after air 

exposure for 24 h. The electrochemical characterizations revealed that Li6PS5Cl is a 

pure ionic conductor with a large electrochemical window and relatively good 

stability toward metallic Li. All-solid-state cells assembled using Li6PS5Cl-coated 

MoS2 as cathode and Li6PS5Cl as electrolyte have high capacity and good cycling 

stability. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. (a) XRD patterns of Li6PS5Cl (LPSC), Li6PS5Br (LPSB), and Li6PS5I (LPSI) 
with excess Li2S prepared by solid-state sintering. (b) XRD patterns of Li6PS5Cl 
prepared by mechanical alloying or solid-state sintering with and without excess Li2S. 
(c) Ionic conductivities of Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I) with and without excess Li2S. The 
inset scales out the y-axis of Li6PS5I. 
 
Fig. 2. (a,b) SEM images of solid-state sintered Li6PS5Cl with excess Li2S. (c,d) SEM 
images of mechanically alloyed Li6PS5Cl. 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Arrhenius conductivity plot of LPSC from 25 to 80 °C. The inset displays 
the impedance spectra of LPSC measured at different temperatures. The spectra 
measured at 25 and 40 °C were fitted with the circuit ((RSQ)Q). (b) XRD patterns of 
LPSC before and after exposing to air for 10 min (LPSC-AIR). (c) Ionic conductivity 
of air-exposed LPSC as a function of exposure time. The inset shows the Nyquist 
impedance plots and fit results ((RSQ)Q) of LPSC exposed to air for different time. 

 
Fig. 4. (a) Cyclic voltammogram of Pt/LPSC/Li cell at a scanning rate of 2 mV/s 
between −0.5 and 5 V. (b) Galvanostatic cycling of Li/LPSC/Li symmetric cell with a 
current density of 0.1 mA cm-2 (c) DC polarization current as a function of time with 
a constant voltage of 0.1 V under blocking (Pt/LPSC/Pt, lower panel) and 
nonblocking (Li/LPSC/Li, upper panel) conditions at room temperature. 

 
Fig. 5. SEM image of LPSC-coated MoS2 (a) and compared with that of pristine 
MoS2 (b). (c) EDS mapping of LPSC-coated MoS2. 

 
Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammograms of the all-solid-state SE-coate MoS2/LPSC/In-Li cell at 
a scanning rate of 0.05 mV s-1 in a voltage range of -0.5–2.5V vs. In-Li (a) and 0–3V 
vs. In-Li (b). 

 
Fig. 7. (a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of selected cycles for the cells with 
SE-coated MoS2 electrodes tested at current densities of 0.13 mA cm-2. (b) Cycling 
performance and Coulombic efficiency for the cells with SE-coated MoS2 electrode 
tested at various current densities .(c) Magnification of the cycling performance and 
the Coulombic efficiency from 1 to 25 cycles. 

 
Fig. 8. Impedance spectra and fits of the all-solid-state batteries with SE-coated MoS2 
tested before and after 259 cycles at the room temperature. 
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Table 1 The total resistances obtained from fit results (RS) and directed read (Rread) 

from the local minimal resistance at the intersection of the impedance spectrum.  

 
Measured Temperature 
In the inset of Fig. 3a 

Air exposure time 
In the inset of Fig. 3c 

Cycling 
In Fig. 8 

 
25 °C 40 °C 50 °C 10 min 1 h 24 h Before After 

RS(Ω) 140±1 69±1 42±1 187±1 192±1 397±1 41±1 28±1 
Rread(Ω) 134 68 42 182 194 399 – – 
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� Li6PS5X is compared for various X elements and synthesis methods. 

� The strategy toward excess of Li2S is illuminated. 

� The morphology of Li6PS5X is controlled by various synthesis techniques. 

� Li6PS5Cl can sustain air exposure for a certain time. 

� Li6PS5Cl-based all-solid-state batteries show good electrochemical performance. 


